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Headphone music: This album is best experienced through a quality pair of headphones when you want

to listen like you read. 10 MP3 Songs ROCK: Instrumental Rock, ROCK: Modern Rock Details:

Headphone music: This album is best experienced through a quality pair of headphones. This is Jeremy

Bowen's second release as a solo artist, following his debut recording, "Nothing to Say." More than just a

breath of fresh air in an angry, cluttered, and plagiaristic musical environment, this self titled album is a

very personal statement from the artist, both as a performer and as a composer. The result of this effort is

a work of inescapable creativity, filled with sincere, passionate, and thoughtful performances. This mix of

contemporary, folk, classical, electronic, and jazz influences have created a cd with immense appeal to

listeners from all genres. Each track presents its own unique style, all of which combine to form a very

diverse and intense listening experience. - Akash Shivashankara (all instruments played by Jeremy

except where noted) LIGHT DESCENDING - computer-generated sine waves Electronic piece composed

of the purest form of sound WALK WITH ME (IT'S A SUNNY DAY) - acoustic guitar, piano, electric bass,

drum machine A pleasant groove TWELVE - multiple tracks of piano, electric bass, drums (kevin meyer)

A rather mathematical piece, but still interesting if you don't know why LAST TIME, AGAIN - vocals (with

words), acoustic guitar, cello You'll probably think this is about a girl...I guess it could be NOTHING

BETWEEN ME AND BIG, SILENT SKY - piano Self explanatory, I think. OTIS - trumpet (darrell brown),

piano (dale belnap), electric bass, drums (kevin meyer) Straight up jazz/funk jam UNTITLED - vocals (no

words), piano, acoustic bass, drums (kevin meyer) No words here, either... SLIDE - acoustic slide guitar,

acoustic bass Mmm hmm...yeah...sometimes you just have to let loose END SONG - piano, electric

guitar, electric bass, drum machine Closing statement APRIL 4, 2002 8:36 PM MST - a host of characters

making music...
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